The phonotactics of Hungarian verbs

It is a well-documented property of the lexicon of a natural language that it may have a stratified structure. Phonologically, stratification manifests itself in the fact that lexical items that belong to different lexical strata (sublexicons) may display (partially) different phonological regularities. Probably the best known examples are Japanese (Itô & Mester 1995) and English (Chomsky & Halle 1968). The stratum-specific phonological regularities may involve alternations (captured by phonological rules) or phonotactic patterns (captured by phonotactic constraints: SSCs, MSCs, or sequence constraints). These sublexicons exist synchronically — they are not simply etymologically identical/similar sets of words. In some cases sublexicons/lexical strata may also be identified independently of the phonological regularities, specifically, phonological rules and/or phonotactic constraints may be associated with a specific word-class. Stress-assignment in English, for instance, follows two patterns (the ‘verb pattern’ and the ‘noun’ pattern) rather than a single homogeneous one (cf. Chomsky and Halle 1968). The phonotactics of the Classical Arabic verb is different from that of the noun (cf. McCarthy 1981). A similar situation exists in Hungarian where the phonotactics of verbs is more restrictive that the phonotactics of non-verbs (cf. Trón & Rebrus 2000, 2001, Rebrus & Trón 2002 2005, Törkenczy 2000, 2001) and where word-class membership partially determines when Lowering applies, cf. Siptár & Törkenczy 2000, Törkenczy 2004).

In this paper I shall discuss the phonotactic constraints that apply to a well-identifiable stratum of the Hungarian lexicon, the sublexicon of verbs. There is an interesting phonotactic difference between verb stems and non-verb stems. A
non-verb stem is not identifiable as a non-verb on the basis of the string of segments it consists of alone (by a native speaker), while a verb may be identified as a verb. This is a unidirectional relationship: some strings could not be monomorphemic verb stems, but there are strings that could equally be monomorphemic verb stems or non-verb stems: nyom ‘trace’, nyom ‘push’; part ‘shores’, tart ‘hold’; domb ‘hill’, but */domb/.

The primary cue to phonotactic ‘verb-ness’ is the stem-final coda. We shall first consider monomorphemic free verb stems.

A monomorphemic free verb stem can end in any single consonant except /tʃ, tʃ, č, j, ž, x/. Of these the lack of final /ʃ/ is not surprising since there are hardly any items in the lexicon with final short /ʃ/: bridge /bɾiʃ/; ‘bridge (card game)’. Disregarding /ʃ/, non-verbs/nouns can end in any single consonant, so the other gaps are specific to verb stems. Some generalisations could be made but it is unclear whether the gaps in the case of verbs are accidental or not. For instance, we could claim that there is a constraint banning affricates at the end of a monomorphemic verb stem, but then it seems that long affricates (as opposed to short ones) are possible in the same position: metsz [mɛtʃ] ‘cut’, edz [ɛdʃ] ‘train’. However, there are only three monomorphemic verb stems that end in a long affricate: metsz, edz and pedz ‘begin to understand’. Since the geminates do exist, I take a ‘soft’ approach and consider that affricates are possible at the end of a verb stem (i.e. the gaps are accidental). Similarly, I take the lack of /ʃ, ʒ/ to be accidental because their voiced/voiceless counterparts /dʃ, ʃ/, respectively, exist as non-branching codas in verbs (e.g. hagy ‘leave’, ás ‘dig’). The lack of /x/
is specific to the verb and it is excluded as a geminate coda as well.\(^8\) This is due to a constraint that excludes /x/ from the coda in the verb sublexicon:

\[(1) \text{(verb sublexicon)} \]
\[
/x/ \text{ is not licensed in the coda.}
\]

Apart from the effect of (1) single codas are not radically more restricted in monomorphemic free verb stems than in non-verbs.

The situation is strikingly different if we examine verb stems that end in a consonant cluster. I have argued elsewhere (Törkenczy 1994, Törkenczy & Siptár 1999ab, Siptár & Törkenczy 2000) that monomorphemic final three-term consonant clusters are exceptional/irregular. There are very few monomorphemic words that do contain these clusters (the complete list is: /mps/ mumpsz ‘mumps’; /nks/ szfinx ‘sphinx’, szkunksz ‘skunk’; /nst/ dunszt ‘steam’, kunszt ‘trick’; /rsts/ karszt ‘karst’, verszt ‘verst’; /kst/ szext ‘sixte’; /ršt/ vurst ‘sausage’; /ršcs/ borscs <Russian soup>; /jst/ lejszt ‘hard work’; /jšt/ mihelyst ‘as soon as’). It must be noted that none of these exceptional items are verbs.

(2) below shows the complete list of two-term clusters (including geminates) that monomorphemic free verb stems can end in together with the number of stems in our database\(^9\) (in angled brackets) that contain each type of final cluster:

\[\begin{array}{lcl}
\text{d:} & \langle 1 \rangle & \text{nt} \langle 1 \rangle \\
\text{dz:} & \langle 2 \rangle & \text{ng} \langle 51 \rangle \\
\text{g:} & \langle 3 \rangle & \text{lt} \langle 14 \rangle \\
\text{gt:} & \langle 1 \rangle & \text{ld} \langle 7 \rangle \\
\text{št:} & \langle 1 \rangle & \text{lt} \langle 14 \rangle \\
\text{zd:} & \langle 3 \rangle & \text{lt} \langle 34 \rangle \\
\text{žd:} & \langle 1 \rangle & \text{ rt} \langle 8 \rangle \\
\text{mt:} & \langle 1 \rangle & \text{rd} \langle 2 \rangle \\
\text{(mz} & \langle 1 \rangle & \text{rr} \langle 2 \rangle \\
\text{nt} & \langle 100 \rangle & \text{jt} \langle 19 \rangle \\
\text{nd} & \langle 4 \rangle
\end{array}\]

---

\(8\) Geminate /ž/ is also unattested in the coda generally, not just in verbs, geminate coda /x/ occurs only in non-verbs, e.g. pech /pex/ ‘bad luck’.

\(9\) For the computerised database used see Kornai (1986) and Siptár & Törkenczy (2000)

The parenthesized clusters in (2) above are only apparent (and are only included because they are cited in the literature). Nemz and uralg (the only stems with final /mz/ and /lg/) are obsolete in Educated Colloquial Hungarian as free stems and ajánl normally does not contain a final cluster [ɡjaːl()]. I consider teremt is irregular/exceptional (and it may not even be monomorphemic (?)).

If we disregard these items, it becomes obvious that monomorphemic branching codas in the verb sublexicon are subject to much stricter constraints than (monomorphemic) branching codas in general. Here a monomorphemic branching coda must be a cluster that respects Sonority Sequencing (its right-hand term must be less sonorous than its neighbour on the left) AND/OR is homorganic (it is a partial or a full geminate).

Specifically, such a verb-final cluster may be one of the following kinds: (i) it respects Sonority Sequencing, but is not strictly homorganic (/ št, žd, jt/), or (ii) it respects Sonority Sequencing and is strictly homorganic (/ st, zd, nt, nd, nz, ŋ, rt, rd, lt, ld/), or (iii) it is unlicensed by Sonority Sequencing and is strictly homorganic (/dt, t’, d’, g’, l, r’/). The generalisation that can be made is that clusters in set (i) are coronal while clusters in sets (ii) and (iii) are non-labial. This suggests that a branching coda in a monomorphemic free verb stem must be a coronal cluster if it is only licensed by government, but may be coronal or dorsal if it is licensed by place-binding or root-binding.

Assuming the general condition on the licensing of Hungarian coda clusters according to which a branching coda must be licensed either by government or root-binding (cf. Siptár & Törkenczy 2000) and the universal right-to-left direction of government in the coda, this is captured by the following constraints:

---

10 For a complete list of verb stems representing the less populous types see Appendix I.
11 This is true of regular non-verb stems too (cf. Siptár & Törkenczy 2000), but in the verb sublexicon it is also exceptionless.
12 Throughout this paper I assume the system of constraints and phonotactic analysis proposed in Siptár & Törkenczy (2000). There government is defined as an asymmetrical relationship between segments where a segment X governs an adjacent segment Y if X is less sonorous than Y; and binding (which can apply between various nodes (e.g. between root-nodes or place nodes)) within the feature tree of a segments) as an asymmetrical relationship between segments where a bound segment contains dependent structure. The coda in Hungarian is maximally binary. It may be followed by an Appendix at the end of an analytic domain under special conditions (never in a monomorphemic verb).
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(3) Branching Coda Constraint (verb sublexicon)
   a. In a coda cluster C1C2 government can only apply iff C1 and C2 are both COR.
   b. In a coda cluster C1C2 (root or place) binding can only apply if C1 and C2 are both COR or DOR.

(3) does not permit branching codas like /lk, rv/ (non-verb examples: halk ‘silent’, érv ‘argument’) for verbs because they are unlicensed by government (sonority-wise they are ok, but they are non-coronal) and they are not licensed by binding (their terms do not share a root or a place node). Similarly, /p’, mb/ (non-verb examples: csepp ‘drop’, domb ‘small hill’) — although they do have a shared root note and a shared place node, respectively — are not well formed branching codas in a verb because they are not licensed by government according to (3a) and they are also not licensed by binding since they are LAB (3b). [nt, űg, jt] are well-formed branching codas in a free verb: [nt] is licensed by government and binding (sonority sequencing is ok, it is COR and homorganic: e.g. ment ‘save’); [ŋg] is licensed by binding only (sonority sequencing is ok, but it is not COR, however, it is homorganic: e.g. reng ‘quake’); [jt] is licensed by government only (it is non-homorganic/non-geminate but sonority sequencing is ok and it is COR: e.g. hajt ‘drive’).

Not all the branching codas permitted by (3) are well-formed. Some further restrictions apply. It can be seen in (2) that the second position can only be filled by a sonorant if it shares its root-node with the first (i.e. if it root-binds the first (=it is a geminate)): clusters like /jl, rn, rm, ln/ (non-verb examples: fájl ‘file’, konszern ‘concern’, szörny ‘monster’) are not well-formed branching codas in this stratum although they are licensed according to (3) by government and/or place-binding. This can be stated as:

(4) (verb sublexicon)
   In a coda cluster C1C2 if C2= [+son], then C2 must root-bind C1.

Affricates only seem to be possible as geminates in the branching coda. They cannot occur in the first position in a branching coda when not root-bound, or in the second position when not root-binding the first: clusters like /t’k, rt’, nt’/ (non-verb examples: barack ‘peach’, perc ‘minute’, tánc ‘dance’) are not well-formed branching codas. The lack of non-root-bound affricates (in the first position) is expected (and is not specific to the verb stratum)13 since they are not licensed by government in this position by the general coda constraint that enforces sonority.

13 What is special in this stratum is that there are no exceptions to the general constraint. Words like barack ‘peach’ are regarded exceptional by Siptár & Törkenczy (2000).
sequencing when binding does not apply (see footnote 12 above). The lack of non-root-binding affricates (in the second position) requires an additional constraint because clusters like /rtʰ/, ntʰ/ are licensed according to (3) by government and/or place-binding. This can be stated as:

(5) (verb sublexicon)
In a coda cluster C1C2 if C2 is an affricate (i.e. C2 branches under its root node), then C2 must root-bind C1.

The occurrence of palatals is extremely restricted in the branching coda of a free verb stem: only [+continuant] palatals (/ʃ, ʒ, j/) can occur and only when governed (i.e. in C1 position). [-continuant] palatals (/tʃ, dʒ, nʒ/) do not occur at all and [+continuant] palatals cannot occur in C2 position or as geminates. Codas like /nʃ, rd, rnʃ, rʃ, rz, tʃ, dʒ, nʒ, ʃj/ (non-verb examples: ponty ‘carp’, tárgy ‘object’, szőmny ‘monster’, vers ‘poem’, pajzs ‘shield’, pótt ‘polka dot’, meggy ‘sour cherry’, genny ‘pus’, friss ‘fresh’, gally ‘branch) are not permitted. This can be stated as:

(6) (verb sublexicon)
In a coda cluster a [COR, -ant] segment must be [+cont] and governed.

There are some branching codas that do not occur, but are permitted by (1), (3), (4), (5), (6). We consider these accidental gaps. Some of the accidentally missing coda clusters, although not found in monomorphemic free verb roots, actually occur undivided by a morpheme boundary finally in free suffixed verbs: e.g. [ŋk] kapar-unk ‘scratch’ (1pl pres indef.), [tʃ] vezet-ett ‘drive’ (3sg past indef.). By contrast, no morphologically undivided coda cluster occurs verb-finally that should violate the constraints discussed above (e.g. -bb [bː] could not be a verbal suffix; non-verb-example: comparative -bb nagy-obb ‘bigger’). This supports the accidental gap interpretation of the unattested clusters that are permitted by (1), (3), (4), (5) (6).

We have seen that the constraints that apply to branching codas in the verb sublexicon are more restrictive than the general constraints on branching codas.

14 Note that [-continuant] geminate palatals (/tʃ, dʒ, nʒ/) do occur finally when they are morphologically complex. This happens when the imperative suffix -j is attached to a verb stem that ends in /d, ʃ, n, l, j/ and palatalisation applies (or simple concatenation in the case of j): ad-j [ɔdʃ] ‘give!’, hagy-j [hɔdʒ] ‘permit!’, ken-j [kɛnʃ] ‘smear!’, hány-j [hɑnʃ] ‘vomit!’, el-j [ɛlʃ] ‘leave’, juf-j [juʃj] ‘blow!’ (cf. Siptár & Törkenczy 2000). The constraints that we have discussed apply to monomorphemic verbs.
The same effect can be seen in the case of intervocalic clusters (albeit in a weaker form).

There are no monomorphemic verbs with an intervocalic consonant cluster consisting of more than three consonants. There are a few examples in our database of verb stems that seem to contain an intervocalic three-term cluster that is undivided by a morpheme boundary. An exhaustive list is given in (7):

(7)\(^{15}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ksp</td>
<td>exponál</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>str</td>
<td>kasztrál, nosztrifikál, regisztrál</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>řtr</td>
<td>kimustrál, ministrál</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpr</td>
<td>impregnál, imprímál, improvizál</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdl</td>
<td>vámdlíz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nsp</td>
<td>transzponál</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nšp</td>
<td>inspiciál</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ntv</td>
<td>kifíruncvancigol (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñkr</td>
<td>inkriminál</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rtr</td>
<td>pertraktál</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that in (7) all ‘monomorphemic’ verbs end in -\(Vl\) (or in one case), -\(Vz\). These endings are (identical with) denominal verb-forming derivational suffixes that productively attach to clearly identifiable stems: e.g. kasza ‘scythe\(_N\)’ – kaszá-\(l\) ‘scythe\(_V\)’, dob ‘drum\(_N\)’ – dob-ol ‘drum\(_V\)’, gumi ‘rubber\(_N\)’ – gumi-\(z\) ‘rubberize’.

Even though the verbs in (7) do not have such an easily identifiable nominal root+verb-forming suffix structure (*expona – exponál ‘release the shutter of a camera’), it is reasonable to assume that they follow the same pattern: they consist of a nominal ‘phantom stem’ and a *denominal* verb-forming derivational suffix.\(^{16}\)

Under this analysis there are no examples of monomorphemic verbs with three-member intervocalic consonant clusters. Following Törkenczy & Siptár 1999ab, Siptár & Törkenczy 2000 (see the arguments therein) I consider monomorphemic intervocalic CCC clusters phonotactically ill-formed in general, and thus all monomorphemic lexical items with an intervocalic cluster of more than two members are exceptional/irregular. Thus, the restriction is not specific to verbs,

\(^{15}\) Glosses: exponál ‘release the shutter of a camera’, kasztrál ‘castrate’, nosztrifikál ‘validate a foreign diploma’, regisztrál ‘register’, kimustrál ‘discard’, ministrál ‘assist a priest at mass’, impregnál ‘impregnate’, imprímál ‘pass the proofs for the press’, improvizál ‘improvise’, transzponál ‘transpose’, inspiciál ‘inspect’, inkriminál ‘incriminate’, pertraktál ‘discuss in detail’. Kifíruncvancigol ‘figure out, calculate’ and vámdlíz ‘?’ are only included because they can be found in the database. I have been unable to establish if Kifíruncvancig and vámdlí exist as nouns (they are not in the database) and what vámdlíz means.

\(^{16}\) They are like the ‘phantom stems’ in *insist, consist, resist*, etc. in English, cf. Chomsky & Halle (1968), Aronoff (1976).
but again, verb stems do not even offer irregular counterexamples to the generalisation.

Let us now examine two-member intervocalic clusters in verb stems. Table I below shows the intervocalic CC clusters in monomorphemic verbs attested in the database and compares them to the attested CC clusters in monomorphemic non-verbs. The notation used is the following: a blank space in an intersection of a row and a column means that the relevant cluster is unattested or only occurs when the two consonants are separated by an analytic morphological domain boundary; a ‘+’ occurs if it is attested in monomorphemic items and the number of such items in the database is n>15; numbers have been used to indicate the number of monomorphemic items in the database when the cluster in question is attested in monomorphemic items and the number of such items is n≤15. Colons separate data about non-verbs from data about verbs: non-verb data appear on the left of the colon (non-verb:verb). The symbol ‘−’ is used to indicate the lack of a cluster if the same cluster is attested on the other side of the colon (‘−:n’, or ‘n:−’), i.e. if the cluster is attested in a monomorphemic verb or non-verb only. For ease of reference intervocalic clusters that occur in monomorphemic verb stems (i.e. those with a number or a ‘+’ on the right of the colon: ‘:n’ or ‘:+’) have been encircled (in any colour). The circle is red if the number of such items in the database is n>15 (i.e. if a ‘+’ appears on the right of the colon: ‘:+’); and the circle is black if the number of such items in the database is n≤15 (i.e. if a number appears on the right of the colon: ‘:n’ ) while the number of non-verb items is greater than the number of verb items (i.e. ‘+:n’ or ‘m:n’ where m>n). The circle is blue if the number of verb items is greater than the number of non-verb items and the number of non-verb items is zero (i.e. ‘−:n’); and the circle is green if the number of verb items is greater than the number of non-verb items and non-verb items do exist (i.e. ‘m:n’ where m<n and m≠0).

Some explanation is in order about the data included in Table I before we examine it. I have included all verb stems in the database that can be regarded suspicious of having an internal monomorphemic intervocalic CC cluster. I have relied on the following guidelines to judge what is suspicious:

(8) In order to qualify as a verb-stem-internal cluster (‘vsi-cluster’), an intervocalic cluster must meet one or more of the following partially overlapping, partially conflicting criteria:
(a) **The position of the intervocalic cluster**

The VCCV string must be contained in a verb stem: the CC cluster cannot be divided or immediately preceded/followed by the edge of a productive suffix (and the stem must have more-or-less non-transparent, non-compositional meaning).

Example: this rules out /kt/ in *buktat* ‘flunk’ (because -*tat* is a productive suffix whose edge breaks up the cluster: *buk-tat*), and /kl/ in *csuklik* ‘hiccup’ (because -*ik* is a productive suffix whose edge immediately follows the cluster: *csukl-ik*).

(b) **The formal properties of the internal stem**

The verb-stem that contains the CC cluster may or may not have an internal stem, but if it does, then the pre-ending (ghost) stem (i) may only have bound forms (in the given meaning) or (ii) must be suppletive if one of its allomorphs is free.

Example: this rules out /pt/ in *apr-it* ‘chop up’ (because the stem has a free allomorph *apró* ‘small’), /mp, st/ in *komposzt-ál* ‘compost, *(because *komposzt* ‘compost<sub>N</sub>’ is a free morpheme), and /rm/ in *karm-ol* ‘claw’ (because the stem has a free allomorph *karom* ‘claw<sub>N</sub>’).

(c) **The interpretation of the verb stem containing the intervocalic cluster**

The CC cluster must be truly morpheme-internal (wholly contained) within a strict or extended verb stem.

Example: this rules out /ng/ in *angoloz* ‘study English’ (because, although the cluster is wholly contained within a monomorphemic stem, it is not a verb stem: *[angol]<sub>N</sub> oz]<sub>V</sub>)*

(i) **verb stem = strict monomorphemic verb root**

The VCCV string must be strictly verb-root-internal: the CC cluster may not be preceded/divided/followed by the edge of even an unproductive suffix/ending.

Example: this accepts /lv/ in *olvas* ‘read’ (because it is a monomorphemic root and does not contain even a ghost stem), but rules out /pt/ in *kaptat* ‘climb with difficulty’ and /ks/ in *maximal* ‘maximize’ (because they are extended verb stems, i.e. they contain ghost stems *kap-tat<sup>17</sup> maxim-ál or maximá-l)*

---

<sup>17</sup> I take the unproductive ending -*tat* here to be different from the productive causative -*tat/-tet* suffix.
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18 These sets are in a relationship of inclusion: a strictly suspicious cluster is also moderately suspicious and loosely suspicious, etc. Since it makes no difference in the discussion we shall refer to the strict, moderate and loose sets as if they were complementary.
Similarly, I have considered an unproductive ending consistently non-deverbal if it is listed as such in all the four sources. Finally, I have made no decision and judged an ending uncertain if it was not possible to make a decision. The latter state of affairs often occurs when the stem is bound: -\textit{kVdik} in [\textit{tanár}, kodik], ‘work as a teacher’ is obviously non-deverbal since \textit{tanár} ‘teacher’ is a noun, it is deverbal in [\textit{emel}, kedit], ‘rise’ since \textit{emel} ‘lift’ is a verb, but in [\textit{incsel}, kedit] ‘tease’ it is uncertain since \textit{incsel} does not occur elsewhere/is bound. Similar examples: -\textit{it}: [\textit{meleg}, \textit{it}, ‘warm up’ (\textit{meleg} ‘hot’), [\textit{all}, \textit{it}, ‘make stop’ (\textit{all} ‘stop’), but [\textit{sand}, \textit{it}, ‘squint’, [\textit{közver}, \textit{it}, ‘mediate’; -\textit{ul}/-\textit{ül}: [\textit{tan}, \textit{ul}] ‘study’ (\textit{tan} ‘teaching’), [\textit{nyom}, \textit{ul}] ‘push ahead’ (\textit{nyom} ‘push’), but [\textit{izg}, \textit{ul}] ‘be anxious’. Thus, -\textit{kodik/-kédik/-kódik}, -\textit{it}, and -\textit{ul} are judged uncertain. I have considered an item to contain a cluster that is a member of the moderate set if its ending was consistently deverbal, I have judged it loose if its ending was consistently non-deverbal or uncertain. The list of the relevant non-productive endings sorted is the following (only those variants have been included that have been found in the database in stems with a suspicious vsi-cluster):

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textbf{(9) Endings}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{deverbal} -\textit{(k)ódik}, -\textit{(k)ıkik}, -\textit{(k)özik}, -\textit{(t)at/-t)et}, -\textit{ad/-ed}, -\textit{an/-en}, -\textit{ant/-ent}, -\textit{aszt/-eszt}, -\textit{dogál/-degél}, -\textit{dos}, -\textit{ell/-all}, -\textit{gat/-get}, -\textit{int}, -\textit{lal/-lel}, -\textit{ő(d)zik}, -\textit{ódik/-ődik}, -\textit{og/-eg/-ög}, -\textit{ong/-eng/-ön}.
\item \textbf{non-deverbal} -\textit{ál/-él/-l}, -\textit{ol/-el/-ől/-al/-l}, -\textit{oz/-ez/-öz/-az/-z}.
\item \textbf{uncertain} -\textit{(k)odik/-\textit{(k)ódik/-\textit{(o)dik}}, -\textit{(k)ozik/-\textit{(k)ezik/-\textit{(k)őzik}, -\textit{asz(ik)/-ész(ik)}, -\textit{ít}, -\textit{ul/-ül}}.
\end{itemize}
\end{enumerate}

The examples that follow Table I are always the ‘best’ ones in the sense that a strict example has been given for a cluster is there is one, a moderate example has been given if there is not a strict example, but a moderate one exists and finally, a loose example is only provided if there are no strict or moderate examples. \textbf{Strict} examples have been set in bold, \textbf{moderate} examples have been underlined and endings have been CAPITALISED.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Cluster} & \textbf{Example} & \textbf{Example} \\
\hline
\textit{át/ít}/-\textit{át} & \textit{át} & \textit{át} \\
\textit{ért/ért}/-\textit{ért} & \textit{ért} & \textit{ért} \\
\textit{hat/hat}/-\textit{hat} & \textit{hat} & \textit{hat} \\
\textit{hitt/hitt}/-\textit{hitt} & \textit{hitt} & \textit{hitt} \\
\textit{ült/ült}/-\textit{ült} & \textit{ült} & \textit{ült} \\
\end{tabular}
\caption{Examples of clusters with a suspicious vsi-cluster.}
\end{table}
### Table I  
**Intervocalic CC clusters in monomorphemic non-verbs and verbs**\(^{19}\)

|   | p | t | t' | k | b | d | d' | g | t' | č | ķ | j | f | s | š | v | ž | m | n | n' | l | r | j | x |
|---|---|---|----|---|---|---|----|---|----|---|----|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| p | - | + | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| t | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| t' | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| k | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| b | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| d | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| d' | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| g | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| t' | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| č | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| j | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| f | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| s | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| š | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| v | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| z | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| ž | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| m | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| n | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| n' | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| l | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| r | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| j | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |
| x | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - | - |

19 For an exhaustive list of verbs containing these clusters, see Appendix II.
It can be seen in Table I that, although the set of intervocalic CC clusters that can be found in a monomorphemic verb stem (strict, moderate or loose) is similar to the set of intervocalic CC clusters in non-verb stems, verb stems are phonotactically more restrictive than non-verb stem in a ‘weak’ (frequency-related) sense. The intervocalic CC clusters found in verbs do follow the general pattern for interconstituent clusters (i.e. they conform to the general interconstituent constraints, compare Siptár & Törkenczy 2000) and no additional, more restrictive phonotactic constraints can be formulated with a sufficient degree of generality in terms of natural classes. The higher restrictiveness of verb phonotactics manifests itself in the ‘population’ (type frequency) of clusters within the phonotactic space permitted by the general constraints.\(^\text{20}\)

The following generalisations can be made: (a) the number of the types of clusters that can be found in verbs is significantly lower than those found in non-verbs. Of the total 249 attested monomorphemic intervocalic CC clusters, 242 are attested in non-verbs and only 145 are attested in verbs; (b) It is extremely rare for an attested intervocalic CC cluster to be found in more verb stems than non-verb stems, i.e. \(nv<v\) (where \(nv\) is ‘non-verb’ and \(v\) is ‘verb’). Of the total 249 attested monomorphemic intervocalic CC clusters, there are only 12 clusters of this kind, 7 of which are only attested in verbs (numbers in parentheses refer to the \(nv:v\) ratio): /t\(^y\v\) (1:1), t'm (1:1), sx (2:4), mč (2:2), jš (1:1), xx (1:1), /d\(^p\) (2:5), gd (1:2), čć (1:9), mž (2:3), jg (3:4), and the difference in favour of verbs is typically very small (8 times out of the 12 cases \(v−nv=1\)); (c) By contrast, it is very often the case that an attested cluster is found in more non-verb stems than verb stems (or that it occurs in non-verb stems only), i.e. \(nv>v\). Of the 249 attested intervocalic CC clusters 209 occur in a higher number of non-verb stems than verb stems, of which 104 are only attested in non-verbs. Also the difference in favour of non-verbs is typically not small: in 92 cases out of the 209 attested clusters the difference in favour of non-verb stems is at least 10 (\(nv−v\geq10\), where non-occurrence is counted as zero); (d) There are a significantly greater number of ‘populous’ cluster types (i.e. a ‘populous’ cluster type is a

---

\(^{20}\) Note that frequency (type or token) has no (clear) formal/theoretical status in a generative model of phonology (derivational generative phonology, Optimality Theory or Government/CV/VC Phonology) — even though it is sometimes referred to in various generative analyses. Thus, inasmuch as the observations made here are correct and relevant to phonotactics, they actually point/lead outside the model used in this dissertation. Frequency is accommodated by other frameworks, e.g. in pre-generative (structuralist) phonology (e.g. Spang-Hanssen 1959) and recently, in laboratory phonology (e.g. Hay, Pierrehumbert and Beckman 2003, Pierrehumbert 1994), the (re)emerging functional approach (Bybee 2001, Bybee & Hopper 2001, Rebrus & Trón 2002, Trón & Rebrus 2000, 2001) and elsewhere (e.g. Hayes & Cziráky Londe 2005).
cluster found in a relatively high number of stems) in the case of non-verbs than in the case of verbs. Of the 249 attested intervocalic CC clusters there are 124 relatively populous non-verb clusters (clusters with at least 10 tokens: \( nv: \) where \( nv \geq 10 \)) and only 36 relatively populous verb clusters (\( v: \) where \( v \geq 10 \)). Interestingly, the distribution of the populous intervocalic CC clusters in the phonotactic space is somewhat different for verbs and non-verbs. In the case of non-verbs the populous clusters are distributed more or less evenly in the phonotactic space delimited by the relevant constraints (cf. Siptár & Törkenczy 2000). By contrast, in the case of verb stems, populous clusters tend to be geminates, \( s/š+\text{stop} \) clusters\(^21\) and sonorant+obstruent clusters, but not obstruent+sonorant clusters (which can be populous in non-verbs). This may suggest that, although the Syllable Contact Law does not hold in Hungarian in general, the phonotactics of verbs is skewed towards it because the populous intervocalic clusters tend to conform to it.\(^22\)

These effects become even stronger the stricter one is in circumscribing what qualifies as an intervocalic cluster in a monomorphemic verb: of the 249 attested intervocalic CC clusters in Table I 145 are attested in verbs under the loose interpretation.\(^23\) Of these only 84 are strict or moderate vsi-clusters (highlighted by yellow shading in Table I\(^24\)), of which only 19 are strict vsi-clusters. An exhaustive list of the strict vsi-clusters together with all the strictly suspicious stems is given in (10):

---

\(^{21}\) Stop+stop is also populous in verbs provided that \( /t/ \) and \( /k/ \) combine.

\(^{22}\) Note that this does not imply that there are no clusters in verbs that violate the Syllable Contact Law, just that those types of clusters are not populous in verbs.

\(^{23}\) Assuming that what is an intervocalic cluster in a monomorphemic verb under a strict or moderate interpretation is also an intervocalic cluster in a monomorphemic verb under a loose interpretation.

\(^{24}\) Note that the highlighted numbers in Table I are misleading to a degree because not all verb stems exemplifying a given type of moderate or strict cluster necessarily contain a moderate or strict vsi cluster. The number is highlighted if the cluster is attested in at least one moderately or strictly suspicious verb stem.
Many of the strict and moderate verb stems with an intervocalic geminate have an ‘onomatopoeic’ ‘expressive’ or ‘mimetic’ character (cf. Appendices I and II). I shall not pursue this idea here, but it is possible that these kinds of words have a special phonotactic makeup, perhaps they form another phonotactic stratum (cf. Fudge 1970, Itô & Mester 1995).

Thus, we have seen that the phonotactics of monomorphemic verb stems is more restrictive than the phonotactics of non-verb stems, which manifests itself (i) in the stricter constraints that apply to the coda and (ii) the frequency effects intervocalic consonant clusters display.

It would be desirable to relate the fact that stricter coda constraints apply in monomorphemic verbs to a difference between possible morphologically complex codas available for nouns and for verbs. If we examine word-final codas that consist of a stem-final consonant and a consonant that realises a synthetic suffix, we find that the codas of this structure that can occur at the end of verbs is a subset of those that can occur at the end of nouns. The suffixes in question are the past tense suffix in the case of verbs and the accusative in the case of nouns/adjectives. Both of them are realised as /t/ when they can form a branching coda with a stem-final consonant, otherwise they are preceded by a ‘linking’ vowel (see the details in e.g. Siptár & Törkenczy 2000, Törkenczy & Siptár 2000, Siptár & Törkenczy 2000).

25 Many of the strict and moderate verb stems with an intervocalic geminate have an ‘onomatopoeic’ ‘expressive’ or ‘mimetic’ character (cf. Appendices I and II). I shall not pursue this idea here, but it is possible that these kinds of words have a special phonotactic makeup, perhaps they form another phonotactic stratum (cf. Fudge 1970, Itô & Mester 1995).
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Törkenczy 2004). The coda clusters that can be formed in this way are given below for nouns and for verbs:

(11) nouns verbs
    (accusative) (past)
    st –
    št –
    nt nt
    n’t n’
    lt lt
    rt rt
    jt jt

As can be seen in (11) the phonotactics of morphologically complex branching codas are very similar in nouns and verbs except that it is more restrictive in verbs, because in a verb the first consonant must be a sonorant: /st, št/ can only occur as codas of this kind in a noun: csempész-t ‘smuggler’ (acc.) vs. csempész-ett, *csempész-t ‘smuggle’ (3sg past indef.); les-t ‘raised hide’ (acc.) vs. les-ett, *les-t ‘spy on sb.’ (3sg past indef.). Notice, however, that although the relationship between non-verb and verb phonotactics is the same in morphologically simplex branching codas and morphologically complex branching codas (in both cases it is the verb phonotactics that is more restrictive), in this case it is not possible to derive the behaviour of the morphologically complex branching codas in verbs from that of the morphologically simplex ones since /st, št/ are well-formed final codas in monomorphemic verbs: /st/ oszt ‘distribute’, /št/ fest ‘paint’ (and /śt/ is even the most populous type, cf (2) above). Thus, the restriction on morphologically complex branching codas in verbs must be an extra stipulation.  

26 Compare Rebrus & Trón (2005)
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Appendices: lists

Note: exhaustive lists are marked [full]; the number of tokens (stems) in a given type appears in angled brackets: <>

I. Monomorphemic free CC-final verb stems

Note: some if the items containing the codas /st, nt, l/ are may be analysed as polymorphemic

d: <1> fedd [full]
d+: <2> edz, pedz [full]
g: <3> csügg, függ [full]
t+: <1> metsz [full]
st <117> aggaszt, akaszt, alátámaszt, alvaszt, apaszt, áraszt, bágyaszt, biggyeszt, bomlaszt, borzaszt, ...
št <1> fest [full]
zd <2> kezd, küzd [full]
žd <1> esd [full]
mt <1> teremt [full]
(nz <1>) nemz [full]
nt <100> bán, biccent, billent, bont, bosszant, bólint, böffent, buffant, buggyant, csahint, ...
nd <4> csikland, fecskend, mond, örven [full]
(nl <1>) ajánl [full]
ñg <51> állong, bolyong, borong, borzong, búsong, csapong, cselfeng, cseng, csüng, dong, dühöng, dülöng, eseng, feszeng, fetreng, forrong, Hajlong, hőzőng, hullong, ing, jajong, kering, kong-bong, lappang, lázong, leng, lézeng, mereng, ömleng, ölköng, örföng, rajong, ráng, ring, settseng, sikong, szállong, szorong, teng, teng-leng, tolong, tőpreng, üjjong, verseng, villong, visong, zajong, zeng, zisbong, zsong, zsong-bong [full]
l: <34> áll, csekelyell, dall, drágall, furcsáll, fuvall, gyengéll, hall, háttall, hosszall, hull, javall, kall, kell, kevesell, készöll, koráll, lövell, nagyoll, nehezell, pall, restell, rivall, rosszall, rühell,
II. Verb stems containing intervocalic vsi-clusters

Note: **Strict** examples have been set in bold, **moderate** examples have been underlined and endings have been CAPITALISED.

(a) vsi-cluster=non-geminate \(n=735\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pt</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>csípTET, kaptAT, adoptÁL, akceptÁL, kooptÁL [full]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pf</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>cupfOL?, klopfOL [full]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ps</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>abszolvÁL [full]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>átcaplAT, táplÁL, kopLAL [full]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pr</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>deprimÁL, tőprENG, reprodukÁL [full]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tk</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>vetKÖZIK, követKEZIK, kotkodácsOL, hagyatKÖZIK ....</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tv</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ötvÖZ, [full]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tl</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>csatlAKÖZIK? [full]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tr</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>kotrÓDIK, feitrENG, patronÁL [full]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>th</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>rothAD [full]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʰk</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>bütykŐL, lönykŐL, ügyKÖDIK [full]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʰv</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>kovyvASZT [full]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tʰm</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>fitymÁL, [full]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kt</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>affektÁL, annektÁL, bakTAT, iktAT, diktÁL, kecsegTET, lukTET, nyugTAT?, paktAL, praktizÁL, rugTAT, vágTAT [full]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ktʰ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>akceptÁL [full]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ks</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>fixirÖZ, maximÁL [full]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kš</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>kuksOL [full]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kv</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>likvidÁL [full]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>km</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>lakmárOZIK, tukmÁL [full]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kl</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>akklimatizÁL, csákliZ, csiklandOZ, deklamÁL, érdeklÓDIK, öklEL, proklamÁL, reklamÁL, zaklAT [full]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kr</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>akkreditÁL [full]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bz</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>képzEL, tobzÓDIK [full]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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bž <2> habzsOL, lebzsEL [full]
bl <3> öblÍT, téblábOL, szublimÁL [full]
br <7> babrÁL, celebrÁL, ebrudAL, ébrED fabrikÁL, vibrÁL, zabrÁL [full]

dr <1> addresszÁL [full]
d'b <1> lógyböl [full]

gd <2> szökdEL, szökdécsEL [full]
gz <5> egzaminÁL, egzecírOZ, egzisztÁL, rögzÍT, vegzÁL [full]

gn <7> agnoszkAL, dezignÁL, ignorÁL, impregnÁL, regnÁL, stagnÁL, szignÁL [full]

gl <2> foglAL, taglAL [full]
gr <3> degradÁL, emigrÁL, integrÁL [full]
t'k <7> dömöckÖL, evickÉL, kéredzKEDIK, lubickOL, packÁZ, peckEL, pöckÖL [full]

řm <1> kecmerEG [full]
čk <4> fröcskÖL, pacskOL, pocskondiáZ, tapicskÁL [full]
čm <1> becsmérEL [full]
fl <2> cafLAT, bífláZ [full]
fr <1> lófrÁL [full]

sp <2> diszponÁL, koszpitOL [full]
št <23> adjusztAL, asszisztÁL, bizTAT?, dehonesztÁL, desztiLLÁL, egzisztÁL, engeszEL, gesztikulÁL, inveszÁL, készTET, magasztAL, marasztAL, molesztÁL, neheztEL?, osztOZIK, piszterkÁL, predesztinÁL, pusztUL, tapasztAL, tisztegEL, veszTEGET, vigasztAL [full]

šk <24> agnoszkAL, alkalmazKODIK?, bámészKODIK, baszkurÁL, császkÁL, csimpaszKODIK, ereszKEDIK, foszforeszkÁL, hunyászKODIK, iszkOL, kapaszKODIK, mászkÁL, maszkírOZ, merészKEDIK, motorskÁL, nyerészKEDIK, piszkÁL, poroszkÁL, prüszkÄL, reszkET, rugaszKODIK, tuszkOL, viszKET [full]

sm <3> eszmÉL, pizsmOG, szöszmötÖL [full]
sl <1> ézlEL [full]
šp <6> aspirÁL, hospitAL, náspángOL, prosperÁL, respektÁL, tespED [full]

št <14> böstörKODIK, instÁL, istápOL, karistOL, köstÁL, kóstOL, lösTAT, protestÁL, pushOL, restELL, rostokOL, sisterEG, testÁL, tüsténKEDIK [full]

šk <10> ágasKODIK, áskálODIK, bóbiskOL, diskurÁL, dúskÁL, kapiskÁL, miskárOL, paskOL, roskAD, viasKODIK [full]
| űm | <5> | ismer, ismétEL, kasmatOL, pusmOG, susmOG [full] |
| űl | <4> | bislaKODIK?, koslAT, pisLANT, pislOG? [full] |
| űh | <4> | keshED, kushAD, peshED, poshAD [full] |
| vl | <1> | szivLEL? [full] |
| zd | <3> | ?buzdÍT, mozdÍT, rezdÍT [full] |
| zg | <4> | birizgÁL, izgAT, izgUL, igazGAT [full] |
| zv | <1> | közvetÍT [full] |
| zl | <2> | ?hizLAL, ?izLEL [full] |
| źd | <2> | ?pezsdŰL, pezsdÍT [full] |
| źg | <2> | babusGAT, rebesGET [full] |
| źm | <1> | prézsmítÁL [full] |
| źl | <1> | ?vízslAT [full] |
| mp | <16> | amputÁL, csimpaszKODIK, extemporÁL, hemperEG, hőmpölyOG, imponÁL, importÁL, kámpicsorODIK, kalimpÁL, kompenzÁL, korrumpÁL, pumpOL, sompolyOG, szimpatizÁL, temperÁL, tempírOZ [full] |
| mt | <1> | nyomtat? [full] |
| mb | <13> | ambicionÁL, bómbÖL, csámborOG, dörömbÖL, gémberEDIK, himbÁL, imbolyOG, kombinÁL, különbÖZIK, rombOL, tombOL, zörömbÖL, zsémBEL [full] |
| mć | <2> | csámcOSG, csémcEG [full] |
| mf | <1> | somfordÁL [full] |
| mž | <3> | hemzsEG, karimzsÁL, körömzsÉL [full] |
| ml | <5> | emlEGET, emlÍT, kémlEL?, szemLÉL?, számLÁL? [full] |
| nt | <31> | argumentÁL, bántalmAZ?, bünTET, fontOL, frekventÁL, garantÁL, henterEG, intéZ, integrÁL, interjúvOL, internÁL, interpolÁL, interpretÁL, interveniÁL, intonÁL, kántAL, kommentÁL, kontemplÁL, kurrentÁL, lamentÁL, orientÁL, parentÁL, plántÁL, plántOL, poentírOZ, prezentÁL, reprezentÁL, tántorÍT, tántorOG, tünTET, vonTAT [full] |
| nk | <16> | bánKÖDIK, berzenKEDIK, bosszanKODIK, ellenKEZIK, ficánkOL, hetvenKEDIK, konkurrÁL, kunkOG, kunkorODIK, lankAD, pironKODIK, rimánKODIK, settenKEDIK, sopánKODIK, tehénKEDIK?, tüsténKEDIK [full] |
| nd | <41> | andallÍT, apprehendÁL, bandukOL, csendÜL, gondOL, gondOZ, gründOL, indÍT, indUL, kirándUL, komendÁL, kondicionÁL, kondoleÁL, kondUL, landOL, lendÜL, lendÍT, menDEGÉL, ondoLÁL, penderEDIK, pendantÍT, pocskondiÁZ, rándÍT, rándUL, rekóndAL, rendEL, rendÜL, sandÍT, skandÁL, spendírOZ,
sündőrÖG, szenderEDIK, szundÍT, szundikÁL, tendÁL, tüündöklik, ugrándOZIK, undorÍT, vindikÁL, zendÜL, zsendÍT [full]

ng <21> ácsingÖZIK, barangOL, böngeSZ, csatangOL, csilingEL, dangubÁL, döngÖL, engED, engedelmesKEDIK, engesztEL, flangÁL, kurjonGAT, langallik, marcangOL, náspángOL, pingAL, pironGAT, rongÁL, szorongGAT, tângÁL, tengÔDIK [full]

nt <13> boncOL, cincAL, cincOG, hancúrOZIK, hencEG, koncOL?, koncentrÁL, kuncOG, poncOL, râncigÁL, szincerizÁL, toloncOL?, vihâncOL [full]

ń <7> dancsOL?, inceselKEDIK, koncsoROG, kuncsoROG, linesEL?, pancsOL?, transcísrOZ [full]

nf <8> dezinfičAL, infičAL, konverzÁL, konverÁL, komrazÁL, ténferEG [full]

ns <4> konszolidÁL, lanszírOZ, unszOL, vonszOL [full]

nv <8> inverzÁL, komprazÁL, konvenátAL, konverzÁL, szenvED [full]

nz <4> inzultÁL, kompenzÁL, kon densÁL, konzultÁL [full]

nź <2> avanszÁL, revanszÁL [full]

nl <2> kinlÓNDIK?, színEL? [full]

nh <1> inhálAL [full]

n’tè <1> szontyolODIK [full]

n’dè <2> göngyÖL, kala ngyÁL [full]

n’v <1> semvED [full]

lp <1> kolpor tÁL [full]

lt <10> álTAT, alterÁL, eröltET, inzultÁL, költÖZIK, konzultÁL, kultívÁL, méltAT, öltÖZIK?, váltOZIK [full]

lk <17> álsmélKODIK, alkot, alkuszik?, bővelKEDIK, bujálKODIK, emelKEDIK, foglalKOZIK, gyilkOL, hivalKODIK, kalkulÁL, kalkulÁL, lekendEZ, sivalKOZIK, találKOZIK, veselKEDIK, visełKEDIK, vulkanizÁL [full]

lb <1> kiakolbódÍT [full]

ld <8> áldOZ, fo ldOZ, fuldoklik?, haldoklik?, kedUL, nyeldekEL, oldaLOG, üldOZ [full]

lg <6> dédélGET?, doložOZIK, hallGAT, latinoGAT?, találGAT, vulgarizÁL [full]

lt <1> lefalcOL? [full]

lv <8> abszolvÁL, álvAD, devalvÁL, élvEZ, involvÁL, megnyilvánUL, olvAD, olvas [full]
lm <10> alkalmAZ, bántalmAZ?, cirkalmAZ, dalmahODIK, diadalmaskODIK, fogalmAZ, forgalmAZ, sugalmAZ, szolmizÁL, tartalmAZ [full]

ln <1> volna? [full]

m <10> cirpEL, hörpINT, hörpÖL, horpAD, horpASZT, interpellÁL, interpolÁL, terpESZT?, torpAD, torpAN [full]

rt <25> abortÁL, amortizÁL, artikulÁL, csörTET, deportÁL, dezertÁL, disszertÁL, érteKEZIK, értelmEZ, értesÜL, exportÁL, fertőZ, fürTAT, importÁL, irtÖZIK, kertEL, kolportÁL, portÁL, szortirÖZ, tartózTAT, tartOZIK, törtéNIK, törTET, zsörtőlÖDIK [full]

rtv <6> fortyAN, fortyOG, hortyOG, szörtyÖG, szortyOG, vartyOG [full]

rk <30> acsarkODIK, babirkÁL, birkÖZIK, böstörKÖDIK, botorkÁL, butkOL, cirkÁL, cirkalmAZ, cirkulÁL, érKEZIK, férKÖZIK, fürKÖSIK, hamarkODIK, horkAN, horkEL, iparKODIK?, ismerKEDIK?, kérKEDIK?, markírAZ, pirkAD, piszterkÁL, pörkÖL, sarkALL, serkEN, serkENT, szemerkEL, szerkESZT, szurkOL, zárKÖZIK [full]

rb <4> dorbézOL, turbézOL, verbuvÁL, zurbOL [full]

rd <28> cserdÍT, cserdÜL, csikordÜL, csordÍT, csorDOGÁL, csordUL, csurdÍT, dördÜL, érdekEL, fordÍT, fordUL, gardírÖZ, gördIT, gördÜL, hórdÜL, heraldÍT, kérEZ, koordinÁL, mordUL, ordibÁL, perdÍT, perdÜL, serdÜL, somfordÁL, tördEL?,, verdes?, zördIT, zördÜL [full]

rdv <1> meggárgyÜL [full]

rg <23> argumentÁL, dezorganizÁL, dörgÖL, gargalizÁL, gurgulár, háborGAT, hánytorGAT, hergEL, horgAD, horgOL, kapiráGÁL, kergET, kergÜL, konvirGÁL, kuporGAT, kurGAT, nyargÁL, organizÁL, organizál, súrgGET, tekerGÖDIK, vergÖDIK, zarGAT [full]

rtv <10> exorcizÁL, farcinAL, güröL, hurcOL, percENT, percipíAL, porcOG, sercEG, sercEN, varcOG [full]

rč <1> szürcsÖL [full]

rf <5> cserfEL?, köntőfaALAZ?, morfondircZ, perfektuÁL, perforÁL [full]

rs <3> forszíróZ, perszífrÁL, perszonifikÁL [full]

rষ <5> harsAN, harsOG, hersEG, mérskéEL, társalOG, versENG [full]

rv <7> hervAD, hervASZT, nyervOG, örvend?, sorvAD, sorvASZT, szervÉZ [full]

rz <4> borzONG, borzAD, borzOL, toporzékOL [full]
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rž <6> dörzÕL, hörzOL, morzOL, perzEL, porzOL, torzsalKODIK [full]

rm <14> alarmírOZ, dermED, dermESZT, dörmÖG, förmED, harmonizÁL, informÁL, körmÕL?, konfirmÁL, mormOG, mormOL, permütÁL, szármAZIK, zsurmOL [full]

rn <2> garmírOZ, internÁL [full]

rmv <7> ernvED, ernvESZT, görnvED, kornyikÁL, sörnvED, vernyákOL, vernyOG [full]

rl <5> birLAL, érLEL?, porlAD?, sürLÖDIK?, törLESZT [full]

ri <15> burjánZik, erjED, erjESZT, gerjED, kimarjUL, kurjANT, kurjONGAT, órjÍT, órjÖNG, sarjAD, sarjadzik, sorjÁZ, terjED, terjENG, terjESZT [full]

rh <1> archaizÁL [full]

jp <1> selypÍT [full]

it <6> sajtOL, rejtiZIK, fejtiEGET, kojtOL, kujtorOG, folyTAT [full]

jk <3> hajkurÁSZIK, sulykOL, vájkÁL [full]

jd <11> bolydUL, bujdogOL?, bujDOS?, bujDOSIK?, gajdOL, jajdUL, jajdÁSZ, sajdtÍT, sajdUL, sejdtÍT, zajdUL [full]

jg <4> bolyGAT, stájGEROL, totojGAT, zaiGAT [full]

js <2> hajszOL, majszOL [full]

jš <1> hajsókÁL [full]

jv <1> jajveszÉL? [full]

jm <2> bajmOL, lejmOL? [full]

jn <2> ajnárOZ, sajnÁL [full]

jl <5> bajlÓDIK, fälLAL?, fejlESZT, fejlÓDIK, hajlONG [full]

jh <1> megújhODIK? [full]

(b) vsi-cluster=geminate <n=281>

p: <24> csappAN, csepPEN, csIPPENT, cuppAN, cuppASZT, cuppOG, frappírOZ, huppAN, klappOL, koppAN, koppANT, lappAD, lappang, leppEG, röpped, sippEN, szippEN, szippANT, töpped, toppAN, toppASZT, toppESZT, zuppOL, zuppAN [full]

t: <14> csattAN, csattANT, csattOG, csattEN, csettENT, kattAN, pattAN, pattOG, ragatTAT, rettEG, rettEN, rettENT, suttOG, tetTET [full]

t': <16> fittyED, karattyOL, kettvEN, kettyENT, kettyINT, kottvAN, lottvAN, pittyED, pottyAN, pottyANT, rittyENT, suttyAN, suttyANT, szottyAN, tottyAN, zöttyEN [full]
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k: <35> akkomodál, akkumulál, bukkán, csökkén, csökkent, kukkan, kukkánt, kukkol, meghökkén, meghökkent, mukkan, nyékkén, nyékkent, okkupál, pukkan, pukkan, pukkaszt, rekkén, rikkán, rokkán, rukkol, sikkánt, sikkaszt, smakkól, szikkén, szikkaszt, tikkán, tikkent, vakkan, vakkánt, zökkén, zökkent [full]

b: <19> csőbbán, döbben, döbbent, dobbán, dobbant, fellebbér, gubbaszt, lebben, lebbent, libben, lobbán, lobbant, meghibban, rebben, robbán, robbant, rokkán, zsibbad, zsibbaszt [full]

d: <2> edégél, idogál [full]

d*: <5> biggyéd, biggyesztt, buggyán, buggyaszt, roggýan [full]

g: <14> aggászt, aggát, aggédik, csüggéd, csüggészt, faggát, guggól, higgászt, higgát, nyaggát, nyeggétt, raggátt, szaggát, szaggerál [full]

t*: <13> bicccén, biccent, bliccél, döccén, koccán, koccent, koccint, mocccén, pöccén, pöccent, truccél, truccól [full]

c: <9> beccsescent, feccsescent, fröccsén, fröccsent, loccsán, loccsant, reccsén, reccsent, traccsól [full]

j: <1> menedzsél [full]

f: <17> böffen, böfent, buffán, buffogát, diffamál, kaffánt, kaffög, laffög, lefég, összeröfén, pöfén, pöfent, pöfeszkedik, puffad, puffán, puffaszt, röfén [full]

s: <27> adresszál, asszimilál, bosszankédik, bosszánt, csosszán, csusszáni, deklásszál, disszértál, dressziróz, grasszál, massziróz, nyisszán, nyisszant, passzt, passzól, pisszég, pisszén, prüsszén, prüsszént, prüsszög, sizzsent, sizzsén, szusszán, szusszánt, tüsszén, tüsszent, tüsszög [full]

š: <2> tussol, tessékél? [full]

z: <8> duzzad, duzzasztt, duzzog, izzad, izzít?, rezzén, rezzent, zizzén [full]

m: <9> brummóg, cammóg, hümmög, kommentál, kommunkál, nyámmóg, nyámmog, stimmél, zümmög [full]

n*: <8> dünnýög, fonnyad, fonnyaszt, gunnyaszt, konnyad, sunnyog, szunnyad, vinnyog [full]

l: <37> alliterál?, apellál, ballág, billég, billen, billent, brilliróz, czelláll, cselleng, csiLLán, csillánt, csillapít, csillapodik, csillog, desztilláll, dúléd, dúlESZT, dúlED, dúlENT, dúlESZT, fullAD, fullASZT, gyullád, illán, illÉG-billég, illéGET, illÉST
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kallÓDIK, kellET, pallérOZ, pillANT, tallÓZIK, vállal, villAN, villOG, villONG, züllESZT [full]

r: <16> cserrEG, csörrEN, csörrENT, csurrAN, csurRANT, durrAN, durrANT, durrOG, herrEG, kurrOG, surrAN, surrOG, virrAD, virrASZT, zörrEN, zörrENT [full]

j: <4> süllyED, süllyESZT, ujjONG, vijjOG [full]

x: <1> kehhENT [full]
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